ABSTRACT

The UK has not achieved the judicial diversity of other common law jurisdictions. Whilst there is some success in the lower courts, few women judges have ever sat on the UK Supreme Court Bench. It has long been argued that diversity enhances decision making, and the presence of women judges enhance the decision-making process. But this can only occur if women are appointed to the bench and supported to participate fully. Drawing on the theoretical framework developed by Fredman and the UK equality legislation, this Article explores how the structures and processes of the Supreme Court limit substantive equality on the bench. Analysis of the processes of appointments to the UK Supreme Court highlights the structural barriers to effective participation of women. Substantial procedural changes will be required if equality is ever to be achieved on the UK Supreme Court bench.
I INTRODUCTION

It is vital that the public have confidence in our judiciary. One aspect of ensuring that confidence is a more diverse judiciary that more fully reflects the wider population. That even by 2011 only 5 percent of judges were from minority groups and only 22 percent were women suggest there is still work to be done in this area.¹

In 2012, the Chair of the House of Lords Constitution Committee, Baroness Jay, recognised the importance of a diverse judiciary as a key aspect of ensuring public confidence in the courts. Whilst the creation of a Judicial Appointments Commission (JAC) has made progress in changing the demographic profile of the tribunals and lower courts, little progress has been made in the superior courts. Appointments to the Supreme Court are outside the JAC system.²

In 2012, the UK Supreme Court, which opened in 2009, had only a single woman justice on the 12-member bench. Despite a brief high point of three women on the bench, in 2023 the UK Supreme Court still only has one woman and no visible member from an ethnic minority background.³

When other common law countries have had some success in developing superior courts that are more reflective of the communities they serve, why has the UK failed? This Article starts to explore the lack of diversity on the Supreme Court bench through the lens of equality,

² See Constitutional Reform Act 2005, c. 4 (U.K.), https://bit.ly/3JFAWRs (providing for the appointment of judges to the Supreme Court via an independent selection commission which convenes only for selecting Supreme Court judges and then adjourns once the selection is complete); see also Constitutional Reform Act 2005, c. 4 (U.K.), https://bit.ly/3n33hmm.
noting that substantive equality requires both presence and effective participation. The Article takes as a starting point Fredman’s theoretical four-dimensional framework of substantive equality for those who suffer disadvantage.\(^4\) It is recognised that those privileged few who aspire to the high-status and high-profile role on the Supreme Court bench are not the focus of Fredman’s work, and it is not suggested that women who aspire to the Supreme Court are members of those groups most marginalised in society. But, in a society where women form a substantial proportion of the legal profession, their notable absence from senior judicial positions suggests unequal structures may play a role.

Fredman’s approach is used to illuminate the multi-faceted nature of inequality and as an analytical framework to interrogate and evaluate the structures and process of appointments and participation in the UK Supreme Court. The analysis draws attention to the structures that support an appointments process that perpetuates and amplifies the male voice, which in turn has the potential to limit the appointment of women. Significant structural change is required if equality is to be achieved. The provisions of the UK Equality Act 2010 provide a limited statutory framework to promote equality of opportunity through proactive action by public authorities, and draw attention to the central importance of participation.\(^5\) Whilst it has been argued that the provisions are weak and simply provide a defence to positive discrimination,\(^6\) this article highlights the symbolic importance of the Equality Act 2010 and

---


\(^5\) See e.g., UK Equality Act, c. 15, 2010 (U.K.), https://bit.ly/3JQjeoR (contrasting the Act’s positive provisions against much of its legislative framework which is framed negatively). “A barrister (A) must not discriminate against a person . . . .” Id. (emphasis added).

the overt statutory recognition of the importance of diversity. But despite significant interventions to encourage women to consider a role on the Supreme Court bench, this Article demonstrates that substantive equality will not be achieved until women are both present and effective participants in the appointments process. Until such time as there is substantive equality in appointments, the court will never achieve its ambition to be reflective of society.

II IMPORTANCE OF GENDER DIVERSITY AND PARTICIPATION ON THE JUDICIAL BENCH

It is now common ground that judicial diversity is an important element of the administration of justice. Whilst there is increasing recognition of the many facets of diversity, the majority of empirical and theoretical research in the field has focussed on gender diversity. The arguments for gender diversity on the judicial bench are well rehearsed elsewhere, but for the purposes of this Article it is important to note that these discussions are founded on two key principles, representation and substantive difference, which reflect the essential elements of equality: equality of access and participation.

The representation arguments centre on the importance of “being seen” and the democratic legitimacy of a judiciary which visibly “reflects the society it serves.” The presence of female

sections 158 and 159 are permissive rather than mandatory, arguably the Public Sector Equality Duty under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 places an onus on the public sector to have due regard to the need to redress disadvantage via the positive action provisions.

It is important to recognise these facets of diversity may intersect, but the studies to date have typically adopted a binary approach to diversity. In this paper, we are following this approach but recognise it does not capture the nuance of diversity or the individual.

See generally, DEBATING JUDICIAL APPOINTMENTS IN AN AGE OF DIVERSITY (Graham Gee & Erika Rackley eds., 2018); e.g., Anver Levin & Asher Alkoby, Shouldn’t the Bench Be a Mirror? The Diversity of the Canadian Judiciary, 7 ONATI SOCIO-LEGAL SERIES 717, 720 (2017) (citing C.J. Beverly McLachlin, Sup. Ct. of Canada, Address at the Judicial Studies Committee Inaugural Annual Lecture at Edinburgh: Judging: The Challenges of Diversity (2012), https://bit.ly/3Fo4c7g); Anne Richardson Oakes & Haydn Davies, Justice Must be Seen to be Done: A
judges on the bench also serves as overt evidence of equality of opportunity and may serve as inspiration to others from underrepresented or traditionally disadvantaged populations.\textsuperscript{9} In countries where there are equal proportions of men and women in the population and in legal education, a diverse judiciary demonstrates that the appointments process is “fair, meritocratic, and non-discriminatory”.\textsuperscript{10} As such, an appointments process that values equality seeks to achieve a bench that visibly reflects the society it serves.

\textsuperscript{9} See e.g., Sonia Lawrence, \textit{Reflections: On Judicial Diversity and Judicial Independence}, in JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE IN CONTEXT 193 (A. Dodek & L. Sossin eds., 2010); see also Kate Malleson, \textit{Diversity in the Judiciary: The Case for Positive Action}, 36 J. OF L. & SOC'Y 376, 382 (2009); Rachel Davis & George Williams, \textit{Reform of the Judicial Appointments Process: Gender and the Bench of the High Court of Australia}, 27 MELB. REV. 819, 846 (2003) (“Where a section of society feels that its . . . needs are not being adequately taken into account by the judiciary—due . . . to the fact . . . that the judiciary does not reflect their presence within society—this can result in a lessening in regard for . . . judicial decision-making”); Brenda Hale, \textit{Equality and the Judiciary: Why Should we Want More Women Judges?} PUB. L. 489 (2001); Sheldon Goldman & Matthew D. Saronson, \textit{Clinton’s Non-traditional Judges: Creating a More Representative Bench}, 78 JUDICATURE 68, 73 (1994) (“As the judiciary becomes more representative of the American people, it can be expected to increase confidence in the judicial system among women and minorities.”).

The second strand of arguments tend to be grounded in empirical data and centre on the substantive difference gender diversity makes to the decision-making process and, in many studies, the outcome.\textsuperscript{11} These arguments centre the importance of the effective participation of female judges in the decision-making process. There are two strands to these studies. The first considers individual difference and argues that individual female and male judges reach different decisions. Whilst there is some evidence that this is true in a small subset of cases that involve "gendered issues," there is little evidence that the outcome of the cases is different based on gender.\textsuperscript{12} Similar findings have been found when women are sitting with men on a panel. In the vast majority of cases, the presence of a female judge on the panel does not make an appreciable difference on the decision reached; however, as Boyd \textit{et al} suggest:

\begin{quote}
The results of this exercise are now reasonably clear: the presence of women in the federal appellate judiciary rarely has an appreciable empirical effect on judicial outcomes. \textit{Rarely, though, is not never}.\textsuperscript{13}
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{11} See \textit{e.g.}, Ethan D. Boldt \textit{et al}., \textit{The Effects of Judge Race and Sex on Pretrial Detention Decisions}, 42 \textit{JUST. SYS. J.}, 341, 342 (2021); Christina L. Boyd \& Adam G. Rutkowski, \textit{Judicial Behaviour in Disability Cases: Do Judge Sex and Race Matter?} 8 \textit{POLS., GRPS., \& IDENTITIES} 834, 836–38 (2020); Shane A. Gleason \textit{et al}., \textit{The Role of Gender Norms in Judicial Decision-making at the US Supreme Court: The Case of Male and Female Justices}, 47 \textit{AM. POLS. RESCH.}, 494, 496–97 (2019); Christina L. Boyd, \textit{Representation on the Courts? The Effects of Trial Judges’ Sex and Race}, 69 \textit{POL. RESCH. Q.} 788, 789–90 (2016); see \textit{generally} Hunter, \textit{supra} note 10 (providing an excellent review of the relevant literature).


Whilst the effect was clearer in cases that centred on a gendered issue, it was not limited to those cases. The influence of a female judge on a panel is more nuanced than a different position on the outcome, and there is some evidence that the presence of a female judge on a three-member panel influences the decision making of their male counterparts. For example, Peresie et al. demonstrated that the presence of a female judge significantly increased the probability that a male judge would support the plaintiff in the cases analysed. This was confirmed by Boyd et al. in an analysis of approximately 8,000 cases heard in the United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. The authors demonstrated that the presence of a female judge on a panel would lead to significantly more rulings in favour of the party alleging discrimination in cases of sexual discrimination. The presence of a female judge on a panel influenced the male decision as Boyd et al. noted:

> We observe consistent and statistically significant individual and panel effects in sex discrimination disputes: not only do males and females bring distinct approaches to these cases, but the presence of a female on a panel actually causes male judges to vote in a way they otherwise would not—in favour of plaintiffs.

These studies demonstrate that the presence of a female judge on a decision-making panel alters the decision-making process of their male colleagues, and in some cases (which centre on gendered issues), this can result in a different outcome. The former Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor would suggest that whether female justices decide cases differently is not only unanswerable, it is also a “dangerous” question, which suggests a difference that may undermine the impartiality of the judge. However, this Article suggests that this is the

---

15 See Peresie, supra note 12, at 1768–69.
16 See Boyd et al., supra, note 13, at 406; see also Christina L. Boyd, She’ll Settle It?, 1 J.L. & CTS. 193, 193–12 (2013).
wrong question. The question is not whether female justices judge differently and have a
different position on the outcome but rather, in panel decision making, whether a female
justice brings an element of difference to the decision-making process that would help refine
and improve the decision-making process and encourage the male justices to think
differently. The data from the judicial panel decision-making studies provide evidence for this
assertion and the researchers have proposed reasons for this more nuanced influence
associated with gender.

Several authors contended that the influence of a single woman on a panel was related to
informational effects.\(^1\) It was argued that male judges recognised that female judges
possessed information that male judges perceived as more credible and persuasive than their
own knowledge on gendered issues. In doing so, female judges either directly or indirectly
influenced the choices of their male colleagues. Indeed, this theory was supported by Farhang
and Wawro, who analysed evidence from sexual harassment cases in the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit.\(^2\) The authors demonstrated that female judges influence the
panel through the exchange of ideas and information, rather than male counterparts making
concessions to women to achieve unanimity. The study suggests that when the issue at hand
is considered a “gender issue,” the influence of women judges is enhanced in the decision-
making process as they are seen to have “specialist knowledge.”

One of the key limitations of comparison studies is that there is an assumption that this
“specialist knowledge” is based on all female judges having the same views and positions on

\(^{18}\) See, e.g., Boyd, supra note 11, at 788–99; see also Peresie, supra note 12, at 1768–69.

\(^{19}\) See Sean Farhang & Gregory Wawro, Institutional Dynamics on the U.S. Court of Appeals: Minority
the disposition of the case. But there is some evidence that, whilst they may not share the “same views,” there may be gendered perspectives which serve to underpin the difference seen in “gendered cases.” A commonly cited example is the position of Justice Bertha Wilson, the first female Justice on the Supreme Court of Canada, who drew on Gilligan’s work to argue that women bring different perspectives from men to the decision-making process.\textsuperscript{20} Lady Hale, the first female Supreme Court Justice in the UK, also suggested a different perspective shared by women in her judgment in \textit{Radmacher v Granatino} when she wrote: “[i]n short, there is a gender dimension to the issue which some may think ill-suited to decision by a court consisting of eight men and one woman.”\textsuperscript{21}

Sherefined her position, in a speech in 2013, in which she stated:

\begin{quote}
I too used to be sceptical about the argument that women judges were bound to make a difference, but I have come to agree with those great women judges who think that sometimes, on occasions, we may do so.\textsuperscript{22}
\end{quote}

This perspective is not limited to the most senior female justices, or those who were “firsts,” or the only female in a male-dominated space. It is a view shared by female judges in the United States and New Zealand. Indeed, one study in New Zealand found that 70 percent of female judges and 39 percent of male judges agreed with the statement that “judges judge by what they think is right and proper and that necessarily involves a particular set of values and standards which are influenced by gender.”\textsuperscript{23} Judicial interviewees in a study by Songer \textit{et al.} also noted that female judges on the Canadian Court of Appeal bring a different “angle

\textsuperscript{22} Lady Brenda Hale, Kuttan Menon Memorial Lecture: Equality in the Judiciary (Feb. 21, 2013).
It is perhaps that the “specialist knowledge” is a more nuanced and subtle perspective that brings a “gendered sensibility” to the decision-making process. This sensibility may or may not influence the final outcome, but it presents a different perspective in the decision-making room.

It is this presence of a different perspective which has been found in both management and decision-making psychology studies to enhance decision making. Indeed, there is extensive work in decision psychology that demonstrates that differences in views and perspectives refine decision making. These studies suggest that in the context of any panel decision, those in the majority think more divergently and adopt a more flexible approach when different perspectives are expressed. Indeed, a different perspective may not even be required, as Phillips et al. suggest that “surface level” diversity is sufficient to trigger expectations of informational difference, creating space for group members to raise and discuss unique information. Even surface level diversity disrupts the presumption of a shared knowledge and understanding, creating an expectation of difference. These studies suggest that a female judge does not have to possess a uniquely female perspective; rather, the presence of a female judge encourages discussion of difference.

25 See Hunter, supra note 10, at 124.
But diversity may also bring division and interpersonal conflict, which can limit engagement with informational differences and limit group performance.\textsuperscript{30} As such, whilst diversity brings with it opportunity to enhance decision making, this is only possible where difference is valued and there is equal participation in the decision-making process. These studies suggest that the positive impact of difference will only be effective in the UK Supreme Court if the systems of the Court encourage and support the effective participation of women in all of the decision-making processes.

These studies of decision making highlight the significant importance of a female voice in the decision-making process. Indeed, these studies suggest that the presence of a woman may play a role, albeit in a small number of cases, on the final disposition of the case. This is an important reason to ensure that women are equally represented on the Supreme Court bench. But judges also play a significant decision-making role in the appointments to the Supreme Court. These appointment decisions are taken by a panel of five and, albeit not considered judicial, there is little to suggest that the influences of women on the panel are different. Indeed, these decisions must be also subject to the duties of impartiality and equality that guide the judicial role. Whilst there is very little known about decision making in the appointments panel context, there is little to suggest that the patterns of decision making identified in the judicial decision-making studies do not apply, and the data suggests that active participation of a woman in panel decision making can refine the decision-making process.

process and encourage male decision makers to think differently. This is particularly true when the decision is considered a gendered decision. Therefore, to achieve the maximum benefit of diversity on the UK Supreme Court bench, the studies suggest that women should be both present on the bench and effectively participate in all decision-making processes. But the UK systematically fails to appoint women judges to the UKSC bench.

III UNDERREPRESENTATION OF THE FEMALE VOICE IN THE UKSC

The UK Supreme Court opened its doors in October 2009 and replaced the Appellate Committee of the House of Lords as the superior court of the United Kingdom. Since then, 30 judges have sat on the bench as full-time justices. Of these justices, only four have been women, and there has never been a visible justice from an ethnic minority background or disabled justice.

Lady Hale was the first woman on the UK Supreme Court, joining the first bench from the House of Lords, and was one of the longest serving members of the Court. She also played significant leadership roles on the Court. Lady Hale was appointed the Deputy President of the Supreme Court in June 2013 and she succeeded Lord Neuberger as President in September 2017. She achieved the mandatory retirement age and retired on the first of January, 2020, after serving just over ten years on the bench.

Only three women have been appointed to the Court. Lady Black joined the Court shortly after Lady Hale’s appointment as President in October 2017, and she served on the Court until January 2021, for just over three years. Lady Arden joined the Court in October 2018. She, too, had a short tenure, achieving the mandatory retirement age in January 2022, and again
remaining on the court for just over three years. Lady Rose joined the Court in April 2021, and she is now the only woman on the 12-member Supreme Court bench. The short tenure of Lady Arden and Lady Rose is remarkable. The average tenure of a male Supreme Court Justice is almost twice that of a woman Justice, at over six years, with a range from three-and-a-half years to nine years. As women Justices are appointed to the Supreme Court later in their career, and thus have a shorter tenure, a woman justice hears substantially fewer cases than a male judge during their tenure. In short, women are unrepresented both on the court and in the decision making of the court.

But it is not simply on the full-time bench that women are underrepresented in the Court’s decision making. Unlike many other common law superior courts, senior judges, who are not members of the Supreme Court bench, have been invited to hear cases with the Supreme Court justices. This was formalised in 2021 to provide an official supplementary panel. Ten judges, all male, have joined the Supreme Court to hear single or multiple cases, and Lady Black, who joined the panel on her retirement from the Court, is the only female justice to ever serve as a supplementary judge.

The notable lack of women on the Supreme Court bench and in the decision making of the highest court means that the female voice is underrepresented in this space. Fredman, when considering substantive equality, developed a framework to ‘enhance voice and participation’ in spaces where populations are underrepresented. 31 It should be noted that Fredman’s

31 It is important to note, that Fredman’s framework was developed for those who are significantly disadvantaged in society (explaining that the four aims of the concept are to “redress disadvantage; to address stigma, stereotyping, prejudice and violence; to enhance voice and participation; and to accommodate difference and achieve structural change”). See Fredman, supra note 4, at 748.
theoretical framework reflects a particular concern with those who are disadvantaged, humiliated, excluded from power, or ignored. Female judges who are appointed to the Supreme Court (or who are potential appointees) would most likely be regarded as in a "position of relative power" and not necessarily disadvantaged or socially excluded. In other words, their voice might not be the voice which is the first to come to mind in relation to Fredman’s theory.32 But any space which does not represent the diversity of the society, and indeed limits the participation of populations of society, could be viewed as a space in which inequality can be manifested and amplified. Fredman provides a framework to both challenge and interrogate the systems and structures of power that may perpetuate that inequality.

IV SUBSTANTIVE EQUALITY, DIVERSITY AND THE FEMALE VOICE

Fredman’s four-dimensional concept of substantive equality provides a tool with which to assess a law, measure, or institution, in order to determine the extent to which they restrict or advance the right to equality and to consider changes that could improve the outcomes.33 As such, it provides the ideal tool to interrogate the statutory and structural frameworks that support the UK Supreme Court as an institution and the potential inequality that the lack of diversity on the bench perpetuates.

Fredman explains the aims of substantive equality as follows:

Firstly, the right to substantive equality should aim to redress disadvantage. Second, it should counter prejudice, stigma, stereotyping, humiliation and violence based on a protected characteristic. Third, it should enhance voice and participation,

32 Fredman, supra note 4, at 748.
33 Id. at 747–51. This paper draws on Fredman’s second iteration of the concept, as such, the numbers of the dimensions used here refer to those used in the 2016 iteration and not those in the Sandra Fredman,

DISCRIMINATION LAW (2011).
countering both political and social exclusion. Finally, it should accommodate difference and achieve structural change.34 Fredman does not expect each dimension always to be of equal importance in the analysis of a particular law or process. Indeed, she notes there may be both tensions and overlap between the dimensions, but she delineates the different aspects located in each dimension.35 This section focuses on the first, third and fourth dimensions, which are particularly relevant to the discussion of structural processes such as the judicial appointments system, unlike the second dimension, “recognition,” which focuses on how individuals interact and relate to each other. In the context of the UK Supreme Court, the daily interactions and decision making of the court remain hidden from view. As such, with the exception of brief insights in interviews and biographies, little is known about the individual interactions, and the second dimension remains behind closed doors.36

In the first dimension of Fredman’s thesis, “disadvantage” is clearly focussed on socio-economic disadvantage, which includes underrepresentation in jobs. To a limited extent, this element of “disadvantage” is relevant in determining the impact of the judicial appointments process in terms of representation. However, it is Fredman’s reference to “the constraints which power structures impose on individuals because of their status” that is most pertinent to the second aspect of this Article’s assessment, namely the effectiveness of participation in decision-making.37 As such, when considering Fredman’s first dimension in the context of the UK Supreme Court, it is necessary to examine the factors that may serve to “disadvantage”

34 See Fredman, supra note 4, at 727.
35 See Fredman, supra note 32, at 750.
37 SANDRA FREDMAN, DISCRIMINATION LAW 27 (2011).
the woman judge on two levels: the factors that may limit appointment to the bench and those that affect participation at every stage.

The third and fourth dimensions are also relevant to the discussion in relation to judicial diversity and effective participation. The third dimension identifies the significance of participation and voice and the fourth dimension highlights the need to accommodate difference and enable structural change or transformation.\(^{38}\) Fredman identifies the close connection between the third and fourth dimensions, noting, “The need to accommodate difference and bring about structural change should also synchronize with the third dimension, participation and voice.” Two aspects are identified in relation to participation: political participation and active involvement within the community. Fredman compares the latter with Collins’s focus on social inclusion as the aim of substantive equality.\(^{39}\) Thus, the second aspect, as with disadvantage, is more concerned with socio-economic exclusion. But the first element—political participation—is relevant to determining the impact of structures and processes on limiting or supporting effective participation on the bench.\(^{40}\) As Fredman notes, the participative dimension is important because it invites the question, what counts as participation in order to achieve substantive equality?\(^{41}\) This Article will draw on these understandings to explore how effective participation is constructed in the UK Supreme Court and the barriers and structures that may limit such participation, focusing on the appointments process.

---

\(^{38}\) See Fredman, supra note 32, at 748.

\(^{39}\) See id.; Hugh Collins, Discrimination, Equality and Social Inclusion, 66 Mod. L. Rev. 16, 16 (2003).

\(^{40}\) In the context of the U.K. Supreme Court, the focus is on participation rather than the political element highlighted by Fredman. Unlike the U.S. Supreme Court, party politics does not play a role in the appointments of Supreme Court Justices and the political position of the Justice is not publicly known.

\(^{41}\) Fredman, supra note 4, at 735.
Finally, turning to the fourth dimension of Fredman’s concept of equality, there is a clear link with the arguments in support of hearing the voice of women justices. Fredman refers to this dimension of substantive equality as “transformative,” noting the “problem is not so much difference per se, but the detriment which is attached to difference,” and thus, one of the central aims of substantive equality should be to accommodate difference by dealing with the harm linked to that difference. Fredman says this means that existing social structures must be changed to accommodate difference, rather than requiring members of out-groups to conform to the dominant norm.\textsuperscript{42} Fredman provides examples of structures which should be changed in order to accommodate difference, such as working time. In relation to this dimension, Fredman has suggested that different groups might face pressure to assimilate.\textsuperscript{43} One question is thus: in the UK Supreme Court, are there structures in place to ensure that women justices, who consistently remain in the minority, are supported to express difference? For the purposes of this Article, the focus is on the structures of the appointments process.

In summary, in order to achieve Fredman’s four-dimensional substantive equality, the Supreme Court should have structures and processes in place to redress disadvantage and should enhance voice and participation by putting structures in place to ensure that those who are different can express that difference.\textsuperscript{44} The structures and process must act at two levels. The first is the appointments process, which should both encourage and support

\textsuperscript{42} Fredman, \textit{supra} note 4, at 735.
\textsuperscript{44} See Fredman, \textit{supra} note 4, at 727.
women into appointment, but should also ensure that women actively participate in the appointments process. The second requires that, once appointed, women justices have the structures and processes to effectively participate and ensure their voices are heard.

V APPOINTMENTS TO THE SUPREME COURT BENCH - WHERE IS THE FEMALE VOICE?

The UK enshrined the importance of judicial diversity in 2005 when it established the Judicial Appointments Commission (JAC) under the Constitutional Reform Act. Whilst judicial selection remains “solely on merit,” the Act does impose a very limited duty on the public authority to “have regard to the need to encourage diversity in the range of persons available for judicial selection.” The constitution of the commissioners is set out in the Act and, whilst the profession has a majority role in the appointment of judges, the commission has a lay chair, who is joined by five lay members. Of the 15 members of the commission, only 7 are members of the judiciary—a stark move away from the tap-on-the-shoulder approach that dominated before the JAC. Women also play an equal role on the commission, with an equal number of women drawn from both lay, judicial, and professional backgrounds.

Despite the very limited duty to encourage diversity, the JAC has had significant success in changing the demographics of the tribunals and lower courts. In 2022, 52 percent of all tribunal judges were female, as were 40 percent of district judges. But the JAC has not had the same success in the higher courts, with only 27 percent of the High Court and Court of Appeal female. It is also notable that only one in five of the senior judicial roles was occupied

47 The JAC established a targeted outreach time to encourage applications from less represented groups in 2020. The effect of this has yet to be assessed.
by a female judge. This has more significance when one considers the appointments process to the UK Supreme Court.

The Constitutional Reform Act 2005 also established the UK Supreme Court and set out the framework for appointments. Unlike other judicial appointments, the recommendation of the candidate for the appointment of a Supreme Court Justice is decided by an ad hoc selection commission. The commission is chaired by the President of the UK Supreme Court. Following changes introduced by the Crime and Courts Act 2013, the Deputy UK Supreme President is no longer a member of a selection commission. Instead, the President nominates a senior judge to join the panel with a representative of each of the three JACs (England & Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland). Only one member of the commission must be a lay person.

---

51 Unless it is a commission to select the President.
Table 1 details the *ad hoc* appointment commissions public advertisements and the memberships of the commissions from 2010 until 2022. Since the opening of the UK Supreme Court, there have been nine published appointment commissions which were constituted to recruit new members of the UK Supreme Court bench.\(^5\) These commissions appointed 20 members of the UK Supreme Court bench, 2 of whom were women. The failure to appoint women to the Supreme Court bench could happen at two procedural levels: application and selection. In short, women may not apply for the role, and, if they do apply, they may not be appointed. There is no publicly available data on the demographics of those who applied for and were short-listed for the UK Supreme Court.

**VI SUBSTANTIVE EQUALITY – HEARING THE FEMALE VOICE**

If substantive equality is to be achieved, Fredman’s work suggests that the structures, processes, and policies should ensure that women effectively participate in every stage of the appointments process. As with many other common law superior courts, the appointment of the Supreme Court justice is “strictly on merit,” with very little guidance as to what constitutes merit. It has long been recognised that an appointments system that is not grounded in standardised tests is susceptible to the instinct of those who appoint and their conception of what constitutes merit. Indeed, debates surrounding the appointment of judges have argued that this “instinct” is grounded in a masculine understanding of merit.\(^5\) Rather than rehearse these debates here, this Article recognises that this construction is a “barrier” to the

---

\(^5\) The nine reflect the appointment commissions available on the Supreme Court website. It may be that other commissions were constituted but the record is no longer publicly available.

appointment of women, particularly perhaps when appointments decisions are dominated by the male perspective. Indeed, there is little to suggest that the early psychology studies of Oliphant and Elmore which recognised that the gender of the appointer influenced their perception of merit, has changed.\(^{54}\) Without specific encouragement towards diversity, or a structured interview process, studies have demonstrated that women are rated less favourably in interviews, particularly in when applying for roles perceived as masculine.\(^{55}\) Whilst there is little psychological evidence available to understand the effect of women as members on the panels that appoint judges, studies in large companies suggest that “diversity begets diversity.”\(^ {56} \) Perhaps in the same way that women judges bring a different perspective, a diversity of gender on an appointments panel would moderate the gendered expectations of “merit” attributed to prospective UK Supreme Court justices. But it is not sufficient that women are present on the appointments panel. The women must also be afforded positions of equal participation.

Each \textit{ad hoc} appointments commission determines its own decision-making process.\(^ {57} \) Whilst again there are few psychological studies that explore the role of power, prestige, and expert knowledge in the decision making of an appointments panel, there is some evidence that, in


\(^{55}\) For perceptions of gender difference and various interventions that may limit gender bias, see e.g., Ekaterina Pogrebtsova et al., \textit{Selection of Gender-incongruent Applicants: No Gender Bias with Structured Interviews}, 28 Int’l J. of Selection & Assessment 117, 121 (2020); Carol Isaac et al., \textit{Interventions that Affect Gender Bias in Hiring: A Systematic Review}, 84 Acad. Med. 1440, 1441 (2009); Judith L. Juodvalkis et al., \textit{The effects of job stereotype, applicant gender, and communication style on ratings in screening interviews}, 11 Int’l J. of Org. Analysis 67, 67 (2003).


\(^{57}\) Const. Reform Act 2005, c. 4 § 27 (U.K.).
the absence of clear processes, expert knowledge and social power can influence the final outcome.\textsuperscript{58} In the context of an \textit{ad hoc} panel, specialist knowledge would be judicial knowledge. Little is known how this knowledge and social power impacts decision making in the room, but evidence from medical decision making suggests that, without clear structures and processes, in a shared decision-making setting, perceptions of expert knowledge and power influence the outcome.\textsuperscript{59} It is therefore not inconceivable, despite the power and social stature of those appointed to an \textit{ad hoc} appointments commission, that the perspectives of the President who chairs the appointment panel and those with judicial expertise may prevail, in the absence of clearly structured decision-making processes that facilitate shared decision making. Thus, it could be argued that, to achieve Fredman’s substantive gender equality in this context, where the exercise of discretion, power, and expert knowledge plays an important role, as a counterbalance the \textit{ad hoc} appointments panel should consist of, at a minimum, a majority of women, when the UK Supreme Court President is male. Further, these women should be drawn from the senior judiciary to ensure effective participation and equality of power. But the appointments commissions do not achieve either standard.


Of the nine panels publicly available, despite the gender equality of each of the relevant JAC commissions from which the panel members were drawn, only one female member was present in each *ad hoc* commission, with the exception of one panel chaired by Lord Neuberger where two were nominated. The female member from the JAC was consistently a lay member. As a result, the male judicial voice dominated the appointment panel. Men constituted the majority of every *ad hoc* commission appointment panel, with only one third of panels having two women members. In two of these, the second woman was Lady Hale, the President of the UK Supreme Court at the time; when Lady Hale was not President, the judicial voice represented on the panels was male. Perhaps it is only a coincidence and indeed the numbers are too low to draw any inference, but two of the three female judicial appointments to the UKSC were made by panels with more than one woman.\(^6\) The single voice of minority may have little influence on the final decision making. Indeed, critical mass theory suggests that until women working in a predominantly male environment increase beyond “token status,” they will largely conform to the characteristics of the dominant male group. The limited impact of a single female voice is further compounded by the “consultation” process that happens before the final appointment.

\(^6\) There is extensive data on the effective participation of the minority requires more than one voice but there is insufficient data here to make any such argument.
The process of consultation determined by the statute requires that all “senior judges” are consulted. To date, only one in five of these senior roles are occupied by women, and once again the male voice dominates the decision-making process. This is further compounded by a duty to consult the members of the Supreme Court. At every stage of the appointments process, the dominant voice is that of the traditional white male judge; it is perhaps unsurprising the UK Supreme Court has failed to achieve any consistent shift in diversity demographics since its opening in 2009. This does not mean that the Court has not made attempts to enhance the diversity of the Court and encourage equal participation, but that the attempts that have been made are insufficient to achieve substantive equality.

VII THE EQUALITY ACT: AN IMPETUS FOR CHANGE

An opportunity to treat women more favourably arose in 2011 when, against the backdrop of increasing social pressure to ensure that public bodies were representative of the populations they serve, the government extended the scope for taking positive action under the UK equality legislation. The change enabled public employers to treat those from social minorities more favourably in the appointments process, albeit in very limited circumstances. To some extent, the strengthening of the equality legal framework provides a statutory foundation to amplify Fredman’s four dimensions of substantive equality and encourage positive action to support equal participation.

62 Equality Act 2010 § 159 (2010) (U.K.). Section 159 of the Equality Act 2010 allows an employer to treat an applicant or employee with a protected characteristic (for example, race, sex or age) more favourably in connection with recruitment or promotion than someone without that characteristic who is as qualified for the role, provided certain conditions are satisfied. Id.
The Equality Act 2010 consolidated and reformed the incremental anti-discrimination legislation that had been introduced in the UK since the 1960s, including the Sex Discrimination Act 1975.\textsuperscript{64} It retains the original focus on negative obligations: the duty not to discriminate, victimise, or harass in relation to sex and eight other protected characteristics. The legislation dictates that it is unlawful to discriminate on grounds of sex directly or indirectly in the employment context, which includes appointment to public office and applies to judicial appointment.\textsuperscript{65} The concept of formal equality, equal treatment for all regardless of background, remains a key concept underpinning the Equality Act 2010. Thus, as noted by Barmes, any action that attempts to redress disadvantage or accommodate difference through preferring a candidate from an underrepresented group, referred to as positive action, must fall within one of the specific legislative exceptions (positive action provisions) in order to avoid being unlawful discrimination.\textsuperscript{66}

The ‘Tiebreak’ Section 159 of the Equality Act 2010

There are two positive action provisions: the “tiebreak” provision was first introduced in Section 159 of the Equality Act 2010, reflecting the influence of EU jurisprudence, while Section 158 builds upon the limited positive action measures found in the original anti-discrimination legislation.\textsuperscript{67} In relation to a recruitment or promotion decision in the employment context, Section 159 permits the employer to treat an individual more

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{65}] \textit{Id.} §§ 50–51.
\item[\textsuperscript{66}] Barmes, \textit{supra} note 6, at 629.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
favourably than another person because of the individual’s protected characteristic (which
includes sex). It provides a defence to a claim of direct discrimination. An employer can rely
on Section 159 in very limited circumstances: when they reasonably think that either
participation by those who share a particular protected characteristic is disproportionately
low or persons sharing a protected characteristic suffer a disadvantage connected with the
characteristic. The employer must not adopt a general policy of taking sex or race into
account; thus, it must be only used in limited circumstances and act as a “tiebreak” or
“tipping” provision. In other words, the employer can rely on Section 159 only where two
candidates are “as qualified” as each other and where applying the tiebreak is a proportionate
means of achieving the aim of either enabling greater participation or overcoming or
minimising the disadvantage. As such, the adoption and application of the steps permitted in
Section 159 is a small step towards redressing the disadvantage as required for substantive
equality, but it does not achieve the substantive structural changes that Fredman would
advocate. On its own, it does not facilitate participation or the accommodation of difference.
Indeed, it is only effective in making a small incremental change in addressing disadvantage
if it is used.

The “tie break” provision in Section 159 came into force in April 2011.\(^{68}\) In the absence of any
exception, it was possible, from this point, for the \textit{ad hoc} appointments commission to rely
on Section 159. A year later, albeit not explicitly in response to the change in the Equality Act,
the Ministry for Justice released its proposals for change in “Appointments and Diversity: A
judiciary for the 21st Century,” in response to the public consultation on judicial diversity.\(^{69}\)


\(^{69}\) \textit{Appointments and Diversity: A Judiciary for the 21st Century}, MINISTRY OF JUST. (May 11, 2012),
The report recognised the lack of diversity in the higher courts and proposed two changes “that will support the aim of greater diversity”: part-time working in the higher courts including the Supreme Court and the introduction of a “tipping point” provision that allows positive action to promote diversity when two applicants to judicial office are of “equal merit.” However, the subsequent 2013 amendments made it clear that Section 159 does not apply to appointment to the Supreme Court. Instead, when there are two candidates of equal merits, the appointing commission can choose one person over the other “for the purposes of increasing diversity.” The approach was subject to intense scrutiny, with concerns about legal challenges and the requirement that appointment to the Supreme Court be “on merit.” The outcome was the express disapplication of Section 159 in relation to the Supreme Court, but nevertheless a tiebreak option similar to the one applying to other judicial appointments was introduced. As a result, Section 27 of the Constitutional Reform Act makes explicit that when there are two candidates for appointment to the Supreme Court of “equal merit,” the appointing commission can prefer one person over the other “for the purposes of increasing diversity within the group of persons who are the judges of the Court.” It is very unlikely that the slightly different approach in Section 27 will be significant as its key similarity with Section 159 is the encouragement of the “tipping point” approach.

The equal merit provisions, whether in Section 159 of the Equality Act or the CRA 2005, are permissive—the ad hoc appointment commission is not prevented from preferring one of the candidates who are equally meritorious, for the purposes of increasing diversity, but is under no obligation to do so. The adoption and incorporation of the equal merit provision thus

provided an opportunity to enhance diversity on the UK Supreme Court bench but only when two candidates were of “equal merit.” Indeed, the consistent lack of diversity on the bench suggests it is unlikely to have been applied. Even at the time of adoption, there was significant scepticism within the profession as to whether any two candidates are ever of “equal merit,” and it was doubted whether the equal merit provision available to the JAC would be utilised. But Section 159 is not toothless. Whilst there has been little success at the UK Supreme Court level, the JAC has had more success. Between 2014 and 2021, the equal merit policy was applied 286 times. For the JAC, the equal merit provision is a tool to “drive diversity in the judiciary.” This is notable, not simply because Section 159 was applied, but because the application of Section 159 draws attention to the structures and policies that encourage appointing panels to consider two candidates of equal merit. As discussed earlier, in the absence of clear procedures and measurable outcomes, the decision is likely to remain grounded in instinct, and in the absence of a clear mandate for change, decision makers may not overcome the “instinctive” understanding of the masculine judge and the judicial role. In stark contrast to the appointments process for the Supreme Court, the appointment of judges through the JAC is grounded in “objective, evidence-based assessment against competencies, skills and abilities . . .” using tools designed to these skills. This structured approach perhaps facilitates the increased finding of “equal merit” and thus the increased use of the equal merit provision. As Fredman has argued, substantive equality requires systems and processes that redress disadvantage, and the addition of robust objective assessments appears to be a step in the right direction. But substantive equality requires that disadvantage not only be

---

72 See generally id.
73 Evidence presented by Sarah Lee to the House of Commons on the 29th of June 2021.
74 Oral evidence from Sarah Lee to the House of Lords on the 29th of June 2021.
75 Id.
redressed in the selection processes but also that women are both encouraged and supported to participate as candidates in the appointments process.

**Soft positive action – Section 158 of the Equality Act 2010**

Whilst the equal merit provision can support, up to a point, steps taken to redress disadvantage of those who reach the final stages of a judicial appointment, does the Equality Act provide any further encouragement to remove structural barriers and ensure more women seek to participate on the bench? As Lord Pannick urged, the leadership needs “to identify ways of bringing to the fore those highly skilled women and members of ethnic minorities who are in the legal profession . . . so they can be considered for appointment on merit.”

Section 158 is the general provision which can be relied upon to pursue “soft” positive action in the recruitment process, such as outreach programmes. There are three circumstances in which it is permissible for organisations to take positive action: if the employer

1) reasonably believes that persons within a group either suffer a disadvantage connected to the characteristic;

2) have needs that are different from the those of persons who do not share the same characteristic as those within the group; or

3) the employer reasonably believes that participation in an activity by persons who share a protected characteristic is disproportionately low.

---

Employers can take steps when reasonably believing one or more of these conditions exist. The measures must be proportionate, to meet one or more of the stated aims, which reflect each of the three conditions.\(^{80}\) Whether the action is proportionate will depend upon the seriousness of the disadvantage or the extent to which there is very low participation. Lawful positive action would be restricted to “soft” action, such as providing training opportunities or mentoring and shadowing schemes.\(^{81}\) Section 158 clearly reflects Fredman’s aims of substantive equality that target improved participation in activities from members of underrepresented communities. This Section also seeks to redress disadvantage, and is broad enough to encourage structural change.\(^{82}\) Nevertheless, Section 158 has been described as a very limited exception to the general prohibition on taking account, whether affirmatively or negatively, of an individual’s sex or race in the hiring process, due to its voluntary nature and the remaining uncertainty as to what amounts to lawful positive action, as opposed to unlawful discrimination. Steps were introduced in 2017 to increase applications, including opportunities to sit with the Court, private discussions, and a tour for prospective candidates. But it was not until 2019 that applications from candidates that would enhance the diversity of the Court were overtly encouraged with the addition of the line:

Applications are sought from the widest range of candidates eligible to apply, including those who are not currently full-time judges, and particularly those who will increase the diversity of the court.

Section 158 facilitates the small steps the court has taken to encourage more diverse candidates to apply, but there was no evidence, in the published calls for applications, that

\(^{80}\) See Equality Act 2010, c. 15, § 158(2) (U.K.).


any steps were taken to specifically encourage women or other members of less represented communities to apply. As will be seen below, that changed in the call for applicants in 2021.

**Public Sector Duty - Equality Act 2010 Section 149**

Beyond the two positive action provisions of the Equality Act 2010, there is one further provision which arguably most reflects Fredman’s concept of substantive equality and has the potential for leading to structural change, resulting in effective participation. Section 149 imposes a positive obligation on public authorities to have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, to advance equality of opportunity, and to foster good relations between different groups.\(^{83}\) Known as the public sector equality duty, Section 149 aims to integrate consideration of equality in the development of policies and delivery of services. Fredman has described Section 149 as a “distilled version of the four dimensions” of equality, noting that the second dimension is only implicit in the reference to fostering good relations.\(^{84}\) But the requirement to have due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity clearly reflects the other dimensions. One cautionary note: whilst Section 149 has been welcomed by advocates of substantive equality, it is important to recognise its limits. The duty is to have “due regard” to the need to advance equality of opportunity, not to achieve any particular outcomes, and it is viewed as a “procedural” standard.\(^{85}\)

It is notable that Section 149 explicitly provides that having due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity includes positive action, mirroring the language found in Section

---

\(^{83}\) See Equality Act 2010 c. 15, § 149 (U.K.).

\(^{84}\) See SANDRA FREDMAN, DISCRIMINATION LAW 313–14 (2011).

\(^{85}\) See id. at 307–10; see also Sandra Fredman, The Public Sector Equality Duty, INDUS. L. J. 405, 410–11 (2011).
Thus, while section 158 on its own may be very limited, when understood as a means by which the Supreme Court can ensure compliance with its duty under Section 149, it may have more impact on structural change. Prior to the release in May 2021 of the UK Supreme Court’s first Judicial Diversity and Inclusion Strategy 2021-2025, the Court issued a notably different call for applications, taking an overt step towards redressing perceived disadvantage. It stated:

The selection commission welcomes applicants from the widest range of applicants eligible to apply, and particularly encourages applications from those who would increase diversity of the Court, bearing in mind that Lady Black’s retirement will leave the Court with only one female Justice and without any black or Asian ethnic background. This explicit request for diverse candidates, amplified the “gender issue,” which resulted in the appointment of a woman Justice, Lady Rose.

This departure from the traditional approach was followed by the clear strategy which reflected the court’s duty to have due regard to the need to advance equality of opportunity. Indeed, Lord Reed noted in his forward to the strategy that he wanted the “best qualified and most talented people to become justices of this Court, regardless of the gender or ethnicity,” and stated that “equality and inclusiveness are fundamental to the success of the organisation.” This clear recognition of the need for diversity and equality was embedded in the strategy that was introduced to expressly fulfil the obligations of the Court under the

---

86 See Equality Act 2010, c. 15, § 149(3) (U.K.).
Equality Act 2010 and was in line with its obligations under section 149. The strategy had five aims:

1. To support and build an inclusive and respectful culture and working environment at the Court, where all Justices support the strategy and lead the way.
2. To support the progression of underrepresented groups into judicial roles.
3. To support an increase in the number of well-qualified applicants from underrepresented groups for the role of Justice.
4. To proactively communicate the Court’s support for diversity and inclusion to the legal profession and the public.
5. To fulfil our obligations under the Equality Act 2010: as part of the Court’s obligations under the Equality Act (2010) and the Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED).

The first action of the strategy document, stated to achieve the second aim, was that justices should “publicly promot[e] greater diversity within the judiciary.” The 2021 call for applicants reflected that overt aim. The third aim centred on Section 158 and incorporated “soft” methods to encourage applications including mentoring and pipeline events. The overall strategy also recognised the need for “bias awareness” and diversity and inclusion training. This is perhaps the overt recognition of the potential for instinct to create inequality.

---

90 In their analysis of the impact of the legislative reforms designed to increase diversity on the part played by the legal profession in the appointment of the judiciary, Barmes and Malleson note that the positive duties in the Equality Act 2010 “steer” the public sector organisations that are subject to the duties, “directly to address identity questions in distinctive ways.” Lizzie Barmes & Kate Malleson, The Legal Profession as Gatekeeper to the Judiciary: Design Faults in Measures to Enhance Diversity, 74 Mod. L. Rev. 245, 262 (2011).
92 Id. at 7.
Each of these measures is a step on the path towards substantive equality and redressing the disadvantages (both conscious and less conscious) that limit the appointment and participation of women in the UK Supreme Court. Indeed, some progress has already been made.

In its 2022 annual report on the progress of the action taken to meet the objectives, in relation to the third objective, which sought to increase applications from underrepresented groups, the Court noted that it continued its “practice of regularly inviting senior judges from lower courts to sit on cases at the Supreme Court and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (JCPC).” Of the 15 judges invited in 2021-22, 5 were women. This is a notable change as, prior to 2021, only male senior judges had sat with the Court.

The main action towards meeting the second objective, to support the progression of underrepresented groups into judicial roles, involved the Court’s first paid internship programme, which was the initiative of Bridging the Bar. Six of the eight internees were female. There is a clear recognition of the diversity imperative, and a positive move which recognises the clear need for the female voice to be heard on the UK Supreme Court bench. Indeed, the significant presence of women in each of these diversity initiatives suggests that women want to join the court. There is a clear motivation to change, and there are women who wish to be part of that change, yet significant barriers to substantive equality remain.

VIII CONCLUSION: SUBSTANTIVE EQUALITY TO ACHIEVE DIVERSITY

---

94 Id. at 3.
A diverse judiciary that reflects the society which it serves is important to provide public confidence in the justice system. Whilst some progress has been made, particularly at lower levels of the judiciary, the diversity, most markedly at the level of the High Court and above, does not reflect wider society.95

A report by the Judicial Diversity Taskforce published over ten years ago recognised the importance of judicial diversity and expressed concern about the lack of diversity in the superior courts. Since the publication of the report, significant progress has been made by the Judicial Appointment Commission (JAC) to increase judicial diversity, introducing a range of structures and policies to address the barriers to application and appointment. The Constitutional Reform Act 2005 created both the JAC and the Supreme Court. Since then, the JAC has operated a standardised system of appointment and has been focussed on the statutory duty to “have regard to the need to encourage diversity.” In contrast, the Supreme Court, exempt from the processes and duties of the JAC, has operated its own system of appointment which reflects the male judicial instinct. When the Court opened its doors in 2009, there was only 1 woman on the 12-member bench. In 2023, despite scrutiny, policy change, and intense debate, nothing has changed: Lady Rose is the sole female voice on the bench. This Article draws on Fredman’s theoretical framework of substantive equality, to identify the barriers and structures that limit the progress towards a diverse Supreme Court bench.

95 Appointments and Diversity ‘A Judiciary for the 21st Century’ Response to Public Consultation. CP19/2011 ‘, at _5_ (May 2012), see Appointments and Diversity ‘A Judiciary for the 21st Century’ response to consultation paper (justice.gov.uk)
Fredman’s conception of “substantive equality” provides a tool to assess the extent to which institutional processes, policies, and structures may disadvantage and fail to redress existing disadvantage. It is recognised that women judges have significant power and social status and were not at the heart of Fredman’s consideration, but whilst the UK Supreme Court remains dominated by the white male voice, women and other minorities are excluded from effective participation.

This Article has focussed on the processes and structures of appointment that have failed to consistently appoint women to the Supreme Court bench. In 2022, the JAC received almost equal numbers of applications for judicial appointment from women; little is known about the gender distribution of those who apply to the Supreme Court.\(^9^6\) Indeed, the many recent steps the Court is taking to encourage applications from women would suggest that they may have been underrepresented in some of the calls.

It is therefore encouraging to see the steps the Court has recently taken to encourage those who have traditionally seen themselves as excluded to consider a place on the bench. The explicit call for a female judge in 2021 was a significant step and strong signal of potential change. It was an overt recognition of the need and desire for change, and the new initiatives are making some progress in changing the perception of the Court. The further steps to encourage and support women at earlier stages of their career may also encourage applications, but each step neglects the essential elements of substantive equality: both the presence and effective participation of women judges. Women, whilst encouraged to look-in

and aspire to the Court, still remain outside. As long as there remains only a single female voice both in the bench and on the *ad hoc* appointments panel, substantive equality will not be achieved.

At the start of this Article, attention was drawn to the importance of women on the bench in terms of both their presence and participation in the decision-making process. Both are required to achieve substantive equality. Throughout the lifespan of the Court, the majority of appointments have been carried out by a panel of four men and a single woman. It is recognised that the presence of even a single female voice on a decision-making panel is important and encourages consideration of difference, but a single female voice has not been sufficient for change.

It is notable that one of the aims of the JAC is:

> to convene panels across every selection exercise that represent the diversity of our society and provide candidates with the reassurance that our processes are fair and free from bias. It is hoped that diverse panels lead to improved progression rates for our target group candidates.97

This would accommodate difference and ensure diverse participation on selection panels, an important step towards substantive equality. Yet the Supreme Court has consistently been treated as an exception, with different selection processes. In 2012, three years after the opening of the Court, concern was expressed about the appointments process:

> The current processes for both the Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court require the significant involvement of the serving judiciary. Given the concern expressed to the Panel that selection panels may subconsciously recruit in their own image, this involvement runs the risk that the process is perceived, rightly or wrongly, as unfair.98

---


A task force established in response by The Ministry of Justice led to changes at the Court of Appeal but the Recommendation number 43, detailed below, was never adopted:

  Recommendation 43: The selection process to the Supreme Court for the United Kingdom should be reviewed to reduce the number of serving Justices involved and to ensure there is always a gender and, wherever possible, an ethnic mix on the selection panel.\textsuperscript{99}

The Equality Act 2010 has provided a framework for the Supreme Court to support positive action and implement this recommendation. Indeed, the Court itself has started to engage with its duties under the Equality Act 2010. But until the Court changes the structures, policies, and procedures that constitute and regulate the \textit{ad hoc} appointments commissions and recognises the importance of both presence and participation of diverse voices to substantive equality, the Court will fail to achieve gender diversity on the UK Supreme Court bench.

\textsuperscript{99} Id. at 42.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of Commission</th>
<th>Retiring Justice</th>
<th>Language of Diversity</th>
<th>Equal Merit Policy (mirror of Sections 159)</th>
<th>Enhancing access to specialist knowledge (encouraging applications Section 158)</th>
<th>Number of women on the selection panel</th>
<th>Appointed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>Lady Arden; Lord Lloyd-Jones</td>
<td>“The Supreme Court’s commitment to diversity and inclusion is deeply rooted in our values…. We recognise that diversity brings richness to the judiciary and helps us better understand and serve the public. We believe that attracting, developing and retaining a diverse judiciary is essential to the Court and the people that we serve.” ….We support part-time and flexible working, subject to the needs of the Court.”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Familiarisation conversations, Podcasts, Webinars, Video Advice</td>
<td>One lay member, Lord Reed (P)</td>
<td>Lord Lloyd-Jones (Re-appointed), Lord Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Lady Black</td>
<td>“The selection commission welcomes applicants from the widest range of applicants eligible to apply, …and particularly encourages applications from those who would increase diversity of the Court,… bearing in-mind that Lady Black’s retirement will leave the Court with only one female Justice and without any black or Asian ethnic background.”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Familiarisation conversations, Podcasts, Webinars, Video Advice</td>
<td>One lay member, Lord Reed (P)</td>
<td>Lady Rose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Lord Kerr</td>
<td>“Applications are sought from the widest range of candidates eligible to apply, including those who are not currently full-time judges, and particularly those who will increase the diversity of the court.”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Familiarisation conversations, Podcasts, Webinar, Video advice</td>
<td>One lay member, Lord Reed (P)</td>
<td>Lord Stephens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Lord Wilson; Lord Carnwath; Lady Hale</td>
<td>“Applications are sought from the widest range of candidates eligible to apply, including those who are not currently full-time judges, and particularly those who will increase the diversity of the court.”</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Familiarisation visits</td>
<td>Two women</td>
<td>Lord Hamblen, Lord Leggatt, Prof. Andrew Burrows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Judges</td>
<td>Intro</td>
<td>Types of Meetings</td>
<td>Selection Panels</td>
<td>Presidents</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Lord Mance, Lord Hughes, Lord Sumption</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Insight sessions</td>
<td>Two women, One lay member, Lady Hale (P)</td>
<td>Lady Arden, Lord Kitchin, Lord Sales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Lord Toulson, Lord Neuberger (P), Lord Clarke</td>
<td>Introduced flexible working; applications for appointment as a justice are welcome from candidates looking to work on a more flexible basis.</td>
<td>Yes (not referenced)</td>
<td>Tours, Opportunity to sit in court, Private meeting</td>
<td>Panel for President, One lay member, Lord Mance (P), Panel for Non-president, Two lay members, Lord Neuberger (P)</td>
<td>Lady Black, Lord Lloyd-Jones, Lord Briggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Lord Dyson, Lord Walker, Lord Hope</td>
<td>“The ad hoc selection commission is committed to equality of opportunity for all who are eligible for judicial office and welcomes applications from women and men from all backgrounds and sections of the community.”^{6}</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>One lay member, Lord Neuberger (P)</td>
<td>Lord Hughes, Lord Toulson, Lord Hodge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Lord Phillips</td>
<td>“In making its recommendation the selection commission will have regard to the requirements under section 27 of the Act that a selection must be on merit, and that the commission must “ensure that between them the Judges will have knowledge of, and experience of practice in, the law of each part of the United Kingdom.”^{6}”</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Not available</td>
<td>Lord Neuberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Lord Saville, Lord Collins</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None, Lord Phillips (P)</td>
<td>Lord Wilson, Lord Sumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Lord Rodger, Lord Brown</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>None, Lord Phillips (P)</td>
<td>Lord Reed, Lord Carnwath</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This is a table of the appointment commissions which recruited one or more member(s) to the Supreme Court bench based on the data available on the UK Supreme Court website at the time of publication. The appointments commissions are available on the UK Supreme Court website in the news archive. See News archive - The Supreme Court.